NANOWRAP

WHAT DOES A NANOWRAP
DO FOR YOU?

FROM ARCHITECTURE TO ROI

• Create a high impact and
engaging display

Advertising is everywhere. To make an impact in the market

• Save on operating costs with low
maintenance, low heat output,
energy efficiency, and a long
lifespan

“box” of conventional digital signage with a NanoWrap LED

• Enjoy freedom of design with a
wrap in any size or curvature
• Give yourself peace of mind with
the strongest warranty in the
industry

today, you need to rise above the noise. Go beyond the
display.
NanoLumens column wraps can be built to virtually any
size, shape, or curvature to create an eye-catching and
engaging display. Go beyond a wall display--Get innovative
by wrapping the columns within your space with gorgeous,
bright LED displays to add advertising, communication, and
marketing capabilities, taking your columns from supportive
architecture to marketing ROI.

Slim. Lightweight. Brilliant.

FLEXIBLE
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EASY INSTALL

DESIGNING YOUR NANOWRAP
NanoWrap column wraps are designed to deliver the best ROI for you while minimizing the pains of installation
and maintenance. Our LED displays accept input from the device and/or system of your choosing; no special
software or hardware is needed, and displays can be plugged directly into a normal, 110volt wall socket for
power. Consuming only as much power as a household appliance and with minimal maintenance costs, the
NanoWrap is a cost-effective and headache free digital signage solution.
Exploring your options with a NanoWrap display starts with the size of your column:

Column Size: 30"
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Column Size: 36"
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NanoWrap Diameter: 44"

Column Size: 48"

NanoWrap Diameter: 48"

187"
NanoWrap Circumference
NanoWrap Diameter: 60"

Prepare for Your Quote
Find the diameter of your column for a more precise quote.
Your column’s circumference _____ divided by 3.14 = _____ Your column’s diameter

4mm

Display

Knowing the size of your column is just the first
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step. From there, the nanolumens team will help
you to define the digital solution you need, get
your display ordered and into your place of your
business where you can begin to enjoy the ROI
of your new led display.

Slim. Lightweight. Brilliant.

